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What’s next for
semiconductor profits
and value creation?
Semiconductor profits have been strong over the past few years.
Could recent changes within the industry stall their progress?
by Marc de Jong and Anurag Srivastava
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Outside Silicon Valley, the semiconductor
industry’s recent profitability seems unsurprising.
The general assumption is that these players, like
other tech companies, have long benefited from
the rise of PCs, smartphones, and other devices.
But insiders know that the industry’s good fortune
is a relatively recent phenomenon. While software
players were achieving record gains for most of the
past two decades, most semiconductor companies
achieved limited economic profitability. Overall,
only microprocessor companies and some fabless
players could count on consistently strong returns,
above the cost of capital.
Now the semiconductor sector is showing strong
and rising profits. What’s more, companies
in virtually all subsegments are winning big.
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To discover how semiconductor companies
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engineered this turnaround, we analyzed trends
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related to economic profit (see sidebar, “Economic
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profit”).¹ With this information, we wanted to
answer an even more important question: What can
semiconductor players do to ensure that the recent
gains are not a blip but the emergence of a new
industry norm?

A decade of change: How value
creation has evolved within the
semiconductor industry
Only ten years ago, the semiconductor industry
had mediocre returns. Although many companies
were generating value, they lagged far behind
their counterparts in other industries. But a much
different story has unfolded over the past five
years, with the semiconductor industry reporting
record gains. In 2017 alone, it generated $97 billion
in economic profit—more than a threefold increase
from the $28 billion captured in 2013 (Exhibit 1).

	Economic profit equals the net operating profit after tax minus the capital charge (the invested capital, excluding goodwill—the amount of a
purchase that exceeds the value of the assets involved) at previous year-end multiplied by the weighted average cost of capital.

Exhibit 1

From a value-creation perspective, 2017 has been a record year for the semiconductor industry.
Economic-profit1 value-creation for semiconductor industry² (excluding goodwill), $ billion
Cumulative positive economic profit for companies
2010

2011

Cumulative negative economic profit for companies
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
99

42

47

40
30

–4

–10

–12

30

18

52

59

34

–7

–5

–5

–5

–3

28

42

47

54

97

Total economic profit, $ billion
38

¹Figures may not sum, because of rounding.
²About 273 companies across all industry subsegments.
Source: Annual reports; Semiconductor CPC database; McKinsey Corporate Performance Center
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Economic profit
When we looked at value creation within the semiconductor industry, we deliberately restricted our analysis
to economic profit, which is a periodic measure of value creation. In simplest terms, it is the amount left over
after subtracting the cost of capital from net operating profit. The formula for computing it is as follows:

Economic
profit

=

return on
invested capital
(ROIC)

x

invested
capital

–

weighted
average cost of
capital (WACC)

x

invested
capital

We chose to focus on economic profit because this metric comprehensively captures both profitability and
the opportunity cost for the capital deployed. It also allowed us to perform reliable benchmark analyses
for companies that followed many different business models. We only considered operating assets and
excluded goodwill and other M&A intangibles. This approach allowed us to compare operating performance
for different companies, regardless of whether their growth occurred organically or arose from a merger. For
the years 2013 through 2017, however, we conducted two analyses: one factored in goodwill, and one did
not (similar to the long-term analysis for 1997 through 2017). We conducted the two analyses to determine if
the recent surge in M&A activity had a significant effect on results.

From 2012 to 2016, the semiconductor
sector ranked tenth out of 59 major
industries for value creation, placing it
in the top 20 percent. That represents
a big jump from the period from 2002
through 2006, when it ranked 18th.
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Exhibit 2

Value creation has migrated to almost all subsegments.
Economic-profit value creation by subsegment (excluding
goodwill), cumulative, $ billion
Cumulative positive economic profit across subsegments
Cumulative negative economic profit across subsegments

1997–2012

2013–17

–38.7

161.5

267.5

–0.6

Average annual economic profit (excluding goodwill), $ billion

1997–2012

2013–17

7.9

+575%

53.4

Source: Annual reports; Semiconductor CPC database; McKinsey Corporate Performance Center

From 2012 to 2016, the semiconductor sector
ranked tenth out of 59 major industries for value
creation, placing it in the top 20 percent. That
represents a big jump from the period from
2002 through 2006, when it ranked 18th. While
the semiconductor sector still lags far behind
software, which was second only to biotechnology,
it now outranks IT services, aerospace and
defense, chemical, and many other major sectors
for value creation.
Strong global economic growth since the
2008 recession has propelled the semiconductor
industry’s revenues, but an even more important
factor involves the continued rise of the technology
sector. Companies such as Alibaba, Amazon,
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Facebook, Google, and Tencent become more
important to the global economy every year.
These companies constantly introduce product
or technology upgrades to remain competitive,
and they need chips to enable such advances.
Semiconductor companies have also benefited
from increased digitization and cloud use across
other industries, both of which accelerate
chip demand.
In addition to these traditional revenue drivers,
some recent technology innovations, including
the Internet of Things, artificial-intelligence (AI)
applications, and blockchain technology, have
created new opportunities for semiconductor
companies to capture value. Advances in
the automotive industry, including vehicle
electrification and the development of selfdriving cars, are also increasing chip demand.
Such innovations are transforming how much
value semiconductor companies capture from
the technology stack. With AI applications, for
instance, they could potentially achieve a larger
share of total value than they did with PCs and
mobile phones.

Value trends within the semiconductor
industry
The rise in economic profit is not the only big shift
within the semiconductor industry. As we reviewed
the trends, we also found that value distribution
has changed. From 1997 to 2012, the cumulative
positive economic profit across segments was
$161.5 billion. But some segments also lost value
(Exhibit 2).
Overall, value was highly concentrated in a few
areas (Exhibit 3). The microprocessor subsegment
generated the most value, followed by fabless.
Together, they created almost all value in the
industry, with all other subsegments roughly
breaking even when their results were totaled.
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From 1997 through 2012, the microprocessor and fabless subsegments created the most value.
Economic-profit1 value creation by subsegment (excluding goodwill), 1997–2012 cumulative, $ billion
Cumulative positive economic profit for companies
A
Capital
equipment

B
Electronicdesign
automation

C
IP2

D

Fabless

Cumulative negative economic profit for companies
E
Microprocessor

F
Memory

G
Analog
IDM3

H
Diversified
IDM

I
Other
IDM

J
Foundry

15.2

15.6

4.7

20.9

K
Packaging
and
assembly

82.4
62.5
38.1
22.4

–8.6

42

4.1

1.7

–0.3

–0.2

–5.4

–47.6

Total economic profit, $ billion
13.8

3.8

1.5

–1.0

–7.6

57.1

74.8

–9.5

–8.0

1.1
–2.2

–12.6

–36.4

14.2

–20.8

–3.3

8.3

–1.1

Top companies for economic profit, by subsegment
A) AMAT, ASML, KLA-Tencor; B) Synopsys, Cadence, Mentor graphics: C) ARM, Rambus, Spansion; D) Qualcomm, Mediatek, Xilinx; E)
Intel; F) Samsung, Sandisk; G) Linear, Analog, Maxxim; H) TI, ON, NXP; I) Microchip, Powertech, Faraday; J) TSMC; K) Silicon-ware,
Monolithic power.

¹ Figures may not sum, because of rounding.
²Intellectual property.
3
Integrated device manufacturer.
Source: Annual reports; Semiconductor CPC database; McKinsey Corporate Performance Center

From 1997 to 2012, the cumulative
positive economic profit across segments
was $161.5 billion. But some segments
also lost value.
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From 2013 to 2017, by contrast, nearly all
subsegments recorded positive economic
profit (Exhibit 4). Fabless was the best performer
during this period, with memory in second
place. The microprocessor subsegment came
in third, down from the top ranking it held
from 1997 to 2012. This shift occurred partly
because PCs—key drivers of microprocessor
demand—have seen much lower growth than
McKinsey on Semiconductors
2018
smartphones and
tablets, which often rely
What’s next semiconductors
on chips designed by fabless players. Memory
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players have benefited from less oversupply,
resulting in higher average sales prices and
operating margins.

Several factors may contribute to the greater
distribution of value, including industry
consolidation. First, many large conglomerates
have divested their semiconductor units over the
past ten years to reduce R&D investment and
capital expenditures. Meanwhile, the industry has
also undergone a wave of M&A across segments.
The number of semiconductor companies fell from
208 in 2012 to 173 by 2017 (Exhibit 5). The fabless
subsegment saw the most consolidation, followed
by analog integrated device manufacturers and
diversified integrated device manufacturers, but
the drop in companies is notable in all sectors,
including memory.

Exhibit 4

From 2013 through 2017, almost all subsegments demonstrated economic profit.
Economic-profit1 value creation by subsegment (excluding goodwill), 2013–2017 cumulative, $ billion
Cumulative positive economic profit for companies
A
Capital
equipment

B
Electronicdesign
automation

C
IP2

D
Fabless

Cumulative negative economic profit for companies
E
Microprocessor

F
Memory

G
Analog
IDM3

H
Diversified
IDM

I
Other
IDM

J
Foundry

K
Packaging
and
assembly

77.6
59.7
39.7

–3.3

29.2

27.0

26.9
3.3

42

0

–0.1

5.3

13.1

1.9

–1.6

–0.4

–1.2

–0.2

76.0

39.3

58.4

12.9

0.9

–2.7

–3.3

–3.3

24.3

2.0

25.9

–1.5

Total economic profit, $ billion
23.6

3.3

1.8

Top companies for economic profit, by subsegment
A) AMAT, ASML, Lam Research; B) Synopsys, Cadence, Mentor graphics; C) ARM, Rambus, CEVA; D) Broadcomm, Qualcomm,
Apple; E) Intel; F) Samsung, SK Hynix, Sandisk; G) Analog, Skyworks, Linear; H) TI, Toshiba, NXP; I) Microchip, Nuflare, Fingerprint; J)
TSMC; K) ASE, Silicon-ware.

¹ Figures may not sum, because of rounding.
²Intellectual property.
3
Integrated device manufacturer.
Source: Annual reports; Semiconductor CPC database; McKinsey Corporate Performance Center
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Exhibit 5

Industry consolidation over the past five years has likely contributed to improved profitability.
Economic-profit value creation by number of companies, 2012–17 (all subsegments)
Companies with cumulative positive economic profit

Companies with cumulative negative economic profit

208

206

202

103

114

130

105

184

119

123

173
128

92
72

2012

187

2013
A

2014
B

68

2015
C

61

45

2016
D

2017
E

Major deals or bankruptcies by subsegment
A) Mindspeed Tech: Acquired by MACOM, Mtekvision Assets: Became private, Transwitch Corp: Filed for bankruptcy; B) International
Rectifier: Acquired by Infineon Tech, Supertex: Acquired by Microchip Technology; C) Altera Corp: Acquired by Intel, IBM Microelectronics:
Acquired by GlobalFoundries, Spansion: Merged with Cypress; D) Actions Semiconductor: Became Private, Anadigics: Acquired by II-VI Inc.,
Fairchild Semicon: Acquired by ON; E) Applied Micro Circuits: Acquired by MACOM
Source: Annual reports; Semiconductor CPC database; McKinsey Corporate Performance Center

Because there’s greater scale within subsegments,
companies have more resources to invest
in innovation and operating improvements.
Their large size also helps them rebound when
downturns occur in this highly cyclical industry,
since they can take advantage of economies
of scale and rely on more designs than in the past
for their revenues. If one customer leaves, their
bottom-line will not see the same hit as a smaller
player with only a few accounts. Overall, down
cycles have been milder and peaks have been
higher within the semiconductor industry over the
past few years (Exhibit 6).

top three ranking. Results for value creation were
similar across most other subsegments, although
some notable declines occurred. For instance, in the
microprocessor subsegment, the positive cumulative
economic profit for the period from 2013 to 2017
would be reduced from $39.7 billion to $28.3 billion
if goodwill is included. Since all semiconductor
subsegments have engaged in M&A to a similar
extent, it is not surprising that the relative rankings
remained similar.

Even when we factored goodwill—the amount of a
purchase that exceeds the book value of the assets
involved—into the calculation for the past five years,
economic profit remained high. The fabless, memory,
and microprocessor subsegments retained their

After five successful years, semiconductor
leaders across the industry have become a bit
less optimistic about their prospects. Next to
global tensions (hitting the semiconductor sector
significantly, given the international value chains),

What’s next for semiconductor profits and value creation?

Potential challenges: The rise of
in-house chip design
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Exhibit 6

Within the semiconductor industry, down cycles have been milder and peaks have been higher
in past few years.
Economic-profit value creation by all subsegments (excluding goodwill), $ billion
Cumulative positive economic profit for companies

Cumulative negative economic profit for companies

100

100

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

0

0

–20

–20

–40

1997

2000

2010

2017

–40

Source: Annual reports; Semiconductor CPC database; McKinsey Corporate Performance Center

one trend is generating new questions: the
continued rise of in-house chip design at some of
the semiconductor industry’s largest customers.
This shift may be most prominent at Apple. While
the company still relies on external providers for
PC chips, it uses in-house designers to make the
core chips for the iPhone, AppleTV, iWatch, and
some other offerings. Apple then outsources chip
manufacture to foundries. The company gains
several advantages by taking this path:
—— Improved customer experience. Apple wants to
optimize the customer experience and ensure
that it is consistent across devices. While an
external provider could create custom designs
to meet these goals, an in-house team is
more likely to satisfy the company’s exacting
specifications and possess the necessary
technical knowledge.

8
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—— Competitive differentiation. By developing
proprietary technology, Apple prevents
other companies from replicating its
customer experience.
—— Insight into road maps. In-house creation
gives Apple firsthand insight into processingtechnology capabilities, allowing it to create
more accurate product road maps and enabling
superior launch-planning for new products.
For each offering, it can specify how and when
it must update other technology elements to
complement the processor.
—— Negotiating leverage. The sheer volume of chips
designed in-house provides a strong negotiating
position with foundries.
While Apple has conducted in-house work for
many years, the scale, extent, and impact of these

What’s next semiconductors
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Exhibit 7

Apple has become a large fabless semiconductor company by designing its own chips.
Estimated economic value creation by Apple’s
semiconductor activities (excluding goodwill),
2011–17, $ billion

Apple’s total unit volume (iPhone, iPad, iPod,
and iWatch), million

3.5

300

3.0

250

2.5

200

2.0
150
1.5
100

1.0

50

0.5
0

2011

2013

2015

2017

0

2011

2013

2015

2017

Source: Alphr; Bloomberg; Business Insider; HIS Markit; S&P Capital IQ

operations might surprise even industry insiders
(Exhibit 7). Apple is now the third largest fabless
player in the world, behind Broadcom and Qualcomm
Technologies. If the company were selling chips, its
revenue would be around $15 billion to $20 billion
annually, in line with Qualcomm Technology’s. And
based on current multiples, Apple’s semi-conductor
business would be worth $40 billion to $80 billion.²
These numbers speak volumes about the strength of
Apple’s internal chip operations.
Although shipments of iPhones and iPads appear
to have peaked, Apple is still expected to expand
its semiconductor footprint for iWatches and
HomePods. It may also explore internal chip design
for other products and components, such as those
that enable power management and graphics.³ If
Apple does go down this path, an important source

of revenue may further shift away from stand-alone
semiconductor companies.
Many technology companies with deep pockets
have taken notice of Apple’s success with in-house
chip design. Several, including large cloud players,
are beginning to follow its example by developing
AI chips.⁴ They have already had some significant
wins, such as Google’s tensor processing unit and
Amazon’s Graviton and Inferentia chips, all of which
facilitate cloud computing.⁵ In-house creation
allows these companies to develop customized
chips that offer better performance and security.
Costs are also potentially lower, since companies
do not have to pay a designer’s premium. In the
hotly competitive cloud market, these cost savings
could help companies differentiate themselves
from their rivals.

2

	Based on a three- to fourfold revenue multiple of core Qualcomm Technology business (licensing business excluded).
	Mark Gurman and Ian King, “Apple plans to use its own chips in Macs from 2020, replacing Intel,” Bloomberg, April 2, 2018, bloomberg.com.
4
	Richard Waters, “Facebook joins Amazon and Google in AI chip race,” Financial Times, February 18, 2019, ft.com; Argam Atashyan, “Amazon
releases machine learning chips, namely Inferentia and Graviton,” Gizchina Media, November 29, 2018, gizchina.com; Jordan Novet, “Microsoft
is hiring engineers to work on A.I. chip design for its cloud,” CNBC, June 11, 2018, cnbc.com.
⁵	Jordan Novet, “Microsoft is hiring engineers to work on A.I. chip design for its cloud,” CNBC, June 11, 2018, cnbc.com; Tom Simonite, “New at
Amazon: Its own chips for cloud computing,” Wired, November 27, 2018, wired.com.
3
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The development of ARM reference architectures,
combined with the latest process improvements
at state-of-the-art foundries, could now open
the door to other tech companies that want to
move design in-house—even those without deep
pockets. If more companies begin designing chips
in-house, the semiconductor industry will confront
a new type of competitor—and that could have a
long-term impact on demand and profitability.

Looking ahead: Investor expectations
Economic profit is strongly correlated with total
returns to shareholders (TRS) across industries.
Overall, the semiconductor industry’s TRS has
declined about 10
percent since its peak in late
McKinsey on Semiconductors
2018
2018,
partly
because
investors are worried that
What’s next semiconductors
the
weakening
macroeconomic
environment could
Exhibit 8 of 10
affect semiconductor demand (Exhibit 8).

A look at earnings multiples might suggest
that investors are even less optimistic about the
industry’s long-term growth prospects. But it’s
more likely that they recognize that 2018 profitability for semiconductors was significantly higher
when it reached the top of the cycle than it had
been in past years. Even as profits inevitably trend
downward, investors still expect them to reach
historic levels.
As for the subsegments, fabless now has the
highest multiple, suggesting that investors
think it will remain more profitable and might
undergo additional M&A, which would increase
its resilience (Exhibit 9). Memory, by contrast,
has a low multiple, even though this subsegment has
recently generated record profits. Investors may be
concerned that this segment is more commoditized
and therefore subject to sharper cyclic declines.

Exhibit 8

Total returns to shareholders have been strong within semiconductors.
Industry total returns to shareholders for the largest subsegments, index (Dec 31, 2012 = 100)

Diversified
integrated
device
manufacturer
Fabless

450
400
350

Foundry
300

Memory
S&P 500

250
200
150
100
50
Q1

Q1

Q1

Q1

Q1

Q1

Q1

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Source: Annual reports; S&P Capital IQ; Semiconductor CPC database
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Exhibit 9

Performance expectations are highest for the fabless subsegment.
Enterprise value/EBITA¹ ratio, 2018
Fabless
15

Foundry

14

Microprocessor

Capital
equipment

Diversified
IDM²

Analog
IDM

11

10

10

Memory

12

3

Implied long-term organic growth at 2018 margins, % CAGR³

3

2

1

–1

1

0

N/A⁴

¹Earnings before interest, taxes, and amortization; market data as of Dec 31, 2018.
²Integrated device manufacturer.
³Compound annual growth rate.
⁴Memory industry reached the peak of the valuation cycle in 2018 with extraordinarily high margins. Margin decline is imminent for the sector and is included in the
sector valuation. At 2018 margins, valuation cannot be reconciled with topline decline alone.
Source: Annual reports; Semiconductor CPC database; McKinsey Corporate Performance Center

Fabless also has the highest enterprise value
and is now the largest subsegment by far
(Exhibit 10). Its ability to capture the highest
economic profit, strong near-term growth
prospects, and potential resiliency all contribute
to higher investor expectations.

Potential strategies for
semiconductor companies
Given the current landscape, semiconductor
companies must accelerate value creation. Four
actions seem essential:
—— Creating strong road maps for leading
customers. Semiconductor companies have
long recognized the importance of delivering
winning road maps for chip design, but
the stakes are now higher than ever. In the
past, customers that did not like a proposed

road map might go to a competitor for their
design needs. Such losses hurt, but they were
often temporary because customers often
came back to the original company for future
designs. Now if customers are dissatisfied with
a road map, they might move design capabilities
in-house, resulting in a permanent loss of
business.
—— Using M&A in moderation. The semiconductor
industry is still fragmented in many
subsegments, and industry consolidation
still makes sense. The best strategy involves
programmatic M&A, in which companies
acquire at least one company a year, spending
an average of 2 to 5 percent of their market
capitalization, with no single deal accounting
for more than 30 percent of their market
capitalization.⁶ These deals allow players

6

	Chris Bradley, Martin Hirt, and Sven Smit, Strategy Beyond the Hockey Stick, first edition, Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2018.
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Exhibit 10

Fabless captures most shareholder value across subsegments.
Enterprise-value distribution across the semiconductor subsegments, % share

Fabless
25

Diversified
IDM¹
15

Foundry
13

Microprocessors
17

Memory
7

100% = $1.5 trillion

Analog
IDM
5

Others²
7
Capital
equipment
12

¹Integrated device manufacturer.
²Includes intellectual property, electronic-design automation, packaging and assembly, and other IDM (discrete, opto, microcontroller unit).
Source: S&P Capital IQ; McKinsey analysis

to branch into adjacent areas to strengthen
their competitive position. Deals that involve
companies that only offer similar products
will not produce as much value. One factor to
consider when contemplating a deal is the value
that it will bring to customers on measures such
as price, quality, and performance. If an M&A
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deal could improve any of these areas, it will
help the companies create a more compelling
road map that positions them for future
success. But companies that undertake
M&A must avoid falling into the trap of paying
too much for goodwill, or else they risk
destroying value.

—— Maintaining price discipline across the cycle.
The large companies that have emerged from
deal making have the resources required to
create leading-edge chips. But they will only
win if they focus on smart capacity planning
and maintain relatively stable prices across
economic cycles, even if demand slows.
—— Preparing for vertical integration among
tech giants. Many large tech players may try
to acquire small niche companies, especially
if they have desirable intellectual property,
so they can increase their semiconductor
capabilities. Other large players may choose to
license their technologies, rather than buying
7

chips, or to exit certain areas altogether instead
of operating subscale.⁷

The semiconductor industry’s recent move to
value creation is impressive, but companies
cannot assume that the strong profits will continue
indefinitely. The move to in-house chip design
among their most important customers could
hit their bottom lines hard. While the pace and
extent of this shift are still unknown, the best
companies will begin preparing now by revamping
their strategies.

	Benjamin Mayo, “Apple licenses Dialog power management tech, and hires 300 engineers, to develop more custom iPhone chips,” 9to5Mac,
October 10, 2018, 9to5mac.com.
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